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Indian baby girl names and meanings unique

Scouring the internet for perfect baby girl names for your adorable daughter can be challenging. But hey! Worry not; there is a myriad of girl names out there in the world, and you can choose from any. The only question is – are you ready to begin? Remember, having a checklist in mind would help shortlist the unique baby girl names a little quicker
than usual. Be it traditional Indian girl names or unisex baby names, you need to know where to begin. Sometimes having a plethora of Indian baby girl names can seem a little daunting too, as they say, "with a lot of options, comes great confusion!" And that's why we're here for you; to be a part of finding cute and unique girl names for your little
angel. Whether you're looking for baby girl name meanings or modern baby girl names, we've got you covered with a list of 300+ Indian baby girl names with meanings specially curated for you. So, if you are looking for Indian little baby girl names, below is a Hindu and Sanskrit girls' name list for your reference: Baby Girl Names inspired by
Bollywood Movies and CelebritiesAre you a movie buff looking for some modern baby girl names? Here is list with the names of your favourite celebrities and the names featured in a Bollywood movies/ daily soap.If you’ve made your choice, you can start looking for a nickname. Browse through our list of cute baby nicknames and choose the best one.
If you want to explore more baby name options, then scroll further. Christian Baby Girl Names RELATED PREGNANCY TOOLBaby name generatorIf you're specifically looking for Biblical names or Western names, then the following list of baby girl names is for you: Muslim Baby Girl NamesThe following list of Indian baby girl names features names
inspired from Arabic and Islamic culture: We hope you were able to shortlist some of the best names for your little girl. Now it's time to pick the perfect one from these. How about getting your family and friends to vote for the shortlisted name? If you're one of those who doesn't shy away from exploring more Indian baby names, why not check out our
Baby Name Generator tool for more options! You might find what you're looking for. Finding a baby name strikes off one task from your list. What’s next? Hospital baby preparation – we hope you’ve started preparing for it, side by side. Take a look at our hospital bag checklist to make sure you don’t miss out on anything. But if you’ve scrolled through
this list right after your pregnancy test, then have you checked your due date yet? Click here to find out when your baby arrives. What does the name Vamika mean?What is Priyanka name meaning?What is the meaning of the name Neha?What does the name Riya mean? What does the name Shreya mean? What is the meaning of Anvi?What is the
meaning of name Ananya? What is the meaning of Anaya? What does the name Aditi mean? Image by Daljeet Singh Baby girl names: Still confused about what to name your daughter? Here’s our pick of 50 unique Hindu baby girl names along with their meanings. Check the list and find out which name suits your little girl the best. 1. Aadhya (first
power) 2. Aanya (limitless) 3. Aarna (Goddess Lakshmi) 4. Advika (world) 5. Bhavna (purity) 6. Brinda (tulsi) 7. Binita (modest) 8. Chhaya (life) 9. Chakrika (Lakshmi) 10. Chara (quiet) 11. Daksha (earth) 12. Dhriti (courage) 14. Darika (maiden) 15. Ekaja (the only child) 16. Ela (oak) Also Read| 100 baby boy and baby girl names of 2019 17. Estaa
(loving) 18. Eshika (dart) 19. Eshana (desire) 20. Ekiya (kindness) 21. Forum (fragrant) 22. Falak (brave) 23. Geetika (beauty) 24. Gayathri (mother of Vedas) 25. Gulika (pearl) 26. Hiral (lustrous) 27. Hemangini (jasmine) Also Read| 60 Muslim baby girl names of 2019 28. Hemal (one with a good brain) 29. Ishani (consort of Lord Shiva) 30. Idika
(earth) 31. Jeevika (water) 32. Jiera (beautiful) 33. Kashvi (shining) 34. Krisha (divine) 35. Kalki (white horse) 36. Laasya (dance perfomed by Goddess Parvathi) 37. Lekha (writing) 38. Mihika (mist) 39. Maira (beloved) 40. Nyra (beauty of Goddess Saraswati) 41. Oorvi (earth) 42. Oishi (divine) 43. Pihu (chattering of bird) 44. Prisha (God’s gift) 45.
Ridhi (fortune) 46. Rabhya (worshipped) 47. Saira (princess) 48. Shravya (musical tone) 49. Turvi (superior) 50. Yashica (success) The Indian Express website has been rated GREEN for its credibility and trustworthiness by Newsguard, a global service that rates news sources for their journalistic standards. © IE Online Media Services Pvt Ltd Indian
baby girl names represent the country’s diverse cultural background. There is no shortage of names that express the essence of India’s cultural values.Finding a name for your baby girl might be difficult because every name can come across as adorable, beautiful, and having a significant meaning. Here is a vast collection of Indian baby girl names to
help you make a choice.Beautiful Indian Girl Names With Meanings1. AabhaThe glow on your baby’s face is matchless, and naming her Aabha would be apt as it means “glow” in Sanskrit.2. AahnaAahna means “exist,” and is a popular name among Indians.3. AakankshaThis adorable name means “desire” or “wish,” and comes from Sanskrit.4.
AakritiThis name comes from the Sanskrit word “aakriti,” which means “shape,” “form,” or “figure.”5. AaliaIt is the feminine form of the name Aali, which means “highborn” or “exalted.”6. AanyaThis beautiful name comes from Sanskrit and means “inexhaustible,” “limitless,” or “resurrection.”7. AarnaIt comes from Sanskrit and means “water,”
“wave,” or “stream.” This name is associated with Goddess Lakshmi.8. AarohiAarohi has multiple meanings, “music tune,” “progressive,” or “evolving.” It also refers to the daughter of Lord Shiva.9. AarushiThis beautiful Indian baby girl name comes from Sanskrit and means “dawn” or “the first ray of the sun.”10. AashiAashi is a short yet unique
name that means “smile,” “joy,” or “laughter.” It makes it a suitable name for your bundle of joy.11. AayushiThis lovely baby girl name has its roots in Sanskrit and means “one who is blessed with a long life.”12. AditiIt is a simple name that comes from Sanskrit and means “free,” “boundless,” “unimpaired,” or “entire.”13. AdvikaThis cute name for a
baby girl comes from the Sanskrit word “advitya,” which means “unrivaled,” “unique,” or “matchless.”14. AdwetaThis unique Indian baby girl name comes from the Sanskrit word “adveta,” which means “special” or “unique.” The word “adveta” is also used as an epithet of Lord Vishnu.15. AdyaThis beautiful Indian baby girl name comes from Sanskrit
and means “the first,” “the original,” “great,” or “unparalleled.”16. AishaThe name has origins in Urdu and Arabic, and means “alive,” “full of life,” or “prosperous.”17. AksharaIt means “word” or “speech” in Sanskrit. The name is often associated with Goddess Saraswati, the Goddess of knowledge and wisdom.18. AkshitaThe name comes from
Sanskrit and means “permanent,” “uninjured,” “undecayed,” or “imperishable.”19. AhanaThis is a sweet and unique Indian baby girl name that means “dawn” in Sanskrit.20. AlekhyaIt is a common name in South India, and means “painting,” “picture,” or “writing.”21. AmairaIt is a variation of “Amyra,” which has Perso-Arabic origin, and means “one
who is forever beautiful,” or “beautiful princess.”22. AmayaThe name comes from the Sanskrit word “amay,” which means “guileless,” “honest,” or “sincere.”23. AmnaThis beautiful name has an Arabic origin and means “safety,” “secure,” or “unscathed.”24. AmritaIt means “immortal,” and is the feminine version of the name Amrit. The name comes
from Sanskrit.25. AmulyaThis adorable name comes from Sanskrit and means “priceless,” “invaluable,” or “precious.”26. AnaishaThis modern name is derived from a Hindi word, which means “special” or “unique.”27. AnikaIt is the feminine form of the name Anik, which comes from Sanskrit and means “brilliance” or “splendor.” The name Anika is
also often associated with Goddess Lakshmi.28. ArchanaThis name is traditional yet sounds modern. Archana comes from the Sanskrit word “archan,” which means “worship,” “praise,” “revere,” or “respect.”29. ArunimaThis beautiful Indian baby girl name comes from Sanskrit and means “reddish glow of dawn or morning.”30. AvantikaThe name
comes from the ancient kingdom of Avanti whose capital was the city of Ujjain. The name Avantika is often used to refer to the “Queen of Ujjain” or “Princess of Ujjain.”31. AvyaA variant for Aavya, this modern Indian baby girl name means, “the first ray of the sun,” or “the gift of God.”32. BanditaIf you are looking for a unique baby girl name that
starts with the letter B, then try Bandita. It comes from Hindi and means “adored,” “blessed,” or “praised.”33. BanhiThis unique Indian name for a baby girl comes from Sanskrit and means “fire” or “flame.”34. BarkhaThis adorable name for a baby girl comes from Hindi and means “rain.”35. BavishniIt comes from the Sanskrit word “bhavin,” which
means “future.” This lovely name can refer to a girl who has a bright future.36. BhaktiBhakti means “devotion,” “attachment,” or “faithfulness” in Sanskrit. It is quite a popular name in India.37. BhanuThe name comes from the Sanskrit word “bhanu” that has multiple meanings, namely “sun,” “beautiful woman,” princess,” “splendor,” or
“brightness.”38. BhrithiIt is an adorable name that comes from Sanskrit and means “strength,” “sustenance,” “support,” or “nourishment.”39. BimalaIt is derived from the Sanskrit word “vimal,” which means “pure,” “clean,” “pristine,” or “bright.”40. BinaBina is a variant of the Sanskrit word “veena,” which is a musical instrument. The name is used
to refer to someone who is wise and harmonious.41. BindhiyaBindhiya comes from the Sanskrit word “bindu,” which means “point,” “drop,” or a “dew drop.” It is a common name with a dainty meaning.42. BinitaThis sweet Indian baby girl name comes from the Sanskrit word “vinitatva,” which means “modesty,” “humility,” “unassuming,” or
“obedient.”43. BodhiHere’s a name that embraces the beauty of Buddhism. The name comes from the Sanskrit word “bodhi,” which means “wise,” “learned,” “enlightened,” or “the one with perfect knowledge.”44. BrindaIt is derived from the Sanskrit word “vrinda,” which has multiple meanings, namely “sacred basil (Tulsi),” “numerous,” “multitude,”
or “one accompanied by many.” The name is also used to refer to Goddess Radha.45. ChaitaliWas your baby born in the month of March? You can call her Chaitali, which means “one born in the month of Chaitra.” The month of Chaitra is the first month of the year as per the Hindu lunar calendar and coincides with the month of March from the
Gregorian calendar.46. ChakrikaThe name comes from Sanskrit and means “disc” or “circular.” The name is often used to refer to Lord Vishnu and Goddess Lakshmi.47. ChakshiniThis lovely name for your precious girl comes from Sanskrit and means “beautiful,” “good-looking,” “bright,” or “illuminated.”48. ChandniIt is quite a popular Hindi name
for a baby girl and means “moonlight.”49. CharitaThis Indian baby girl name comes from Sanskrit and signifies success. Charita is derived from the Sanskrit word “charitarth,” which means “successful,” “accomplished,” or “rightfully attained.”50. ChavviIf you are looking for a modern name as bright as your baby, then this could be a pick. It comes
from Sanskrit and means “beauty,” “radiance,” “splendor” or “bright like light.”51. ChetanaIt is an adorable name from Sanskrit for your little girl. “Chetana” means “intelligence,” “sensible,” “perceptive,” or “one with excellent intellect.52. CheshtaThis Indian baby girl name comes from Sanskrit and means “endeavor,” “action,” or “earnest efforts
for results.”53. ChhayaWhat is the one thing you seek when out in the sun? Some shade! Chaaya means “shadow” in Hindi and is symbolic of a child bringing comfort to the world.54. ChitritaIt is an uncommon Indian baby girl name that comes from the Sanskrit word “chitrit,” meaning “decorated.” “adorned,” or “variegated.”55. ChinmayiA
thoughtful name for an Indian baby girl. Chinmayi comes from Sanskrit and means “pure thought,” or “supreme consciousness.”56. DakshaAnother short name with a sweet meaning. Daksha comes from Sanskrit and means “earth.” The name is also used to refer to Goddess Parvati.57. DalajaDalaja comes from Sanskrit and means “produced from
petals.” The name refers to honey (made from petals), nectar, or anyone as sweet and pleasant as nectar from petals.58. DaminiIt comes from Sanskrit and has multiple meanings, namely “lightning,” “lightning-like,” or “someone who is self-controlled.” It makes for a strong name for a strong girl.59. DamyantiThis lovely Indian name for baby girl
comes from Sanskrit and means “beautiful,” or “alluring.” It is also refers to a kind of flower.60. DarikaIt is quite a unique name and comes from Sanskrit. Darika means “maiden,” or “a girl.”61. DarpanaIt comes from Sanskrit and means “mirror.” Your baby is your reflection, and this name conveys it quite aptly.62. DarshaA name with a special
meaning. Darsha comes from Sanskrit word “darsh,” which means “to see,” “to perceive,” or “to have a vision.”63. DarshitaAnother unique name that comes from Sanskrit. Darshita comes from the Sanskrit word “darshit,” which means “sight,” “seen,” “explained,” or “revealed.”64. DayamaiThe name has a Sanskrit origin and means “kind” or
“merciful.” This name reflects your wish for your daughter to grow into a kind and affable person.65. DayanitaIt means “kind,” “compassionate,” or “merciful.” This feminine name comes from the root word “daya,” which means “kindness,” or “compassion” in Sanskrit.66. DayitaIt comes from Sanskrit and means “beloved,” or “dearest.” The name
quite fittingly describes your love for your daughter.67. DebanjaliThis beautiful name is a combination of the Sanskrit words “Dev,” meaning “God,” and “anjali,” meaning “divine gift,” “diving offering,” or “benediction.” The name thus means “God’s gift.”68. DeekshaThe name Deeksha comes from Sanskrit and means “spiritual initiation,” spiritual
observance,” or “self-devotion towards God.69. DeepaliThe name Deepali is from Sanskrit and means “collection of lamps,” or “row of lamps.” The name can signify the joy and cheer your baby girl brought in your life.70. DhanishkaIt refers to Goddess Lakshmi, who is the Goddess of wealth. The name comes from the root word “dhan,” which means
“wealth,” or “richness” in Sanskrit.71. DipanwitaA unique name that comes from Sanskrit. Dipanwita means “decorated with lamps,” “beautiful like lamps,” or “bright like lamps.”72. DiptiThe name comes from Sanskrit and means “luster,” “glow,” or “to shine like a flame.” An alternative spelling of this beautiful name is Deepti.73. DitiThis short and
sweet name comes from Sanskrit and means “splendor,” or “brilliance.” The name also refers to a ruler or a Queen.74. DivyaThis makes for quite a divine name for an Indian baby girl. Divya comes from Sanskrit and has multiple meanings, “divine,” “charming,” “heavenly,” “celestial,” or “beautiful.”75. DiyaThe name is derived from the Sanskrit word
“deep,” which means “lamp,” “glow,” or “light.” It is one of the favorite choices of Indian names that sounds western, too.76. DrishtiIt has a Sanskrit origin and means “vision,” “perspective,” “glimpse,” or “focus.” If you want your girl to have a focus in life, then bestowing her with this name may help.77. EeshaIt is based on the Sanskrit word “eesh,”
meaning “powerful,” “supreme,” “master,” or “ruler.” The name is also associated with Goddess Parvati.78. EeshtaThis sweet name for an Indian baby girl comes from Sanskrit and means “wish,” “choice,” or “beloved.” The name is also is associated with Goddess Lakshmi.79. EkajaIt means “one of a kind” or “the only child” in Sanskrit. When you
have a miracle baby, and if you are not planning for another, then you may choose this name.80. EkaniThis is another unique name from Sanskrit and means “one,” “oneness,” “solitary,” or “unity.” The name could symbolize that your daughter is special and unique.81. EkantikaThe name comes from Sanskrit and means “exclusive,” “absolute,” or
“single-minded focus or devotion.” It is certainly a distinctive name for an Indian baby girl.82. EktaEkta is one of the popular Indian names for girls. It comes from Sanskrit and means “unity.”83. ElaThe name comes from Sanskrit and means “cardamom.” It also refers to any other cardamom-like tree and sometimes even refers to the Earth.84.
EshanaIt means “wish” or “desire,” in Sanskrit. The name sounds unique and makes a special name for an Indian baby girl.85. EswariLooking for a traditional name starting with the letter E? Eswari is as traditional as it can get. The name comes from Sanskrit and means “God-like,” or “Goddess.”86. EtaThe name comes from the Sanskrit root word
“aet,” which means “shining,” “brilliant,” or “luminous.” It makes a suitable name for your beautiful baby girl.87. FalakIt comes from Urdu and means “sky,” or “heavens.” This charming name is inspired by the world and its beauty.88. FalguniFalguni means “the one born in the month of Falgun.” Falgun is the eleventh month of the Hindu calendar. It
corresponds to February and March months of the Gregorian calendar.89. FaridaThe name has Perso-Arabic origin and means “unique” or “precious.” This beautiful name is popular across several communities in India.90. Gagana:It means “sky,” or “heaven” in Sanskrit. A unique name, the sky is symbolic of openness, vastness, and infinity.91.
GangotriIf you are looking for a traditional Indian name for your baby girl, then you could consider this one. Gangotri is the source of the River Ganga and the home of Goddess Ganga.92. GanishkaThis unique and spiritual name is one of the many names of Goddess Parvati.93. GargiDo you want a name that reflects the wisdom of Indian culture? Try
Gargi, which was the name of a famous scholar in ancient India.94. GarimaA life lived with dignity is a life well-lived, and this name reflects this belief. Garima95. GaurikaThe name comes from the root word “gauri,” which means “fair,” “beautiful,” “lovely,” or “pretty” in Sanskrit.96. GautamiA classic Indian name with multiple meanings. Gautami
comes from Sanskrit and means “the enlightened one,” or “the one who quells darkness.” The name also refers to the River Godavari and Goddess Durga.97. GavyaIt comes from Sanskrit and means “sacred like cow,” “holy,” or “pure.” It makes for a unique Indian name for a baby girl.98. GayatriA beautiful and traditional name, which comes from
Sanskrit and means “a sacred Vedic verse,” “Goddess,” or “the mother of the Vedas.”99. GeetikaA cute Indian baby girl name, which comes from Sanskrit. Geetika means “a short song,” or “a hymn.”100. GitanjaliGitanjali comes from Sanskrit and means “a collection of songs.” It was also the name of the book that fetched Rabindranath Tagore a
Nobel Prize.101. GulikaAn Indian baby girl name that is latest and modern. Gullika comes from Sanskrit and means “a beautiful pearl.”102. Haarika:The name Haarika comes from Sanskrit and has multiple meanings, “the one like Hari (Lord Krishna),” or “blessed by Lord Venkateshwara.” The name is also associated with Goddess Parvati.103.
HamsikaA beautiful name that means “the one with a swan.” The name is an epithet of Goddess Saraswati, the Goddess of knowledge and wisdom.104. HariniIt has a Sanskrit origin and means “like a deer.” Harini also refers to a type of Jasmine.105. HaritaAre you looking for a name that reflects your love for nature? Harita will be a great option. The
name originates from Sanskrit and has multiple meanings, “green or nature,” “a type of moss,” or “a type of grass.”106. HarishaIt comes from the root word “harish,” which means “joy,” or “happiness” in Sanskrit. This name surely reflects your joy of being blessed with a daughter.107. HarleenA name popular in Punjab, Harleen means “one with
God,” or “the one who meditates about God.”108. HarshitaAnother name for happiness, Harshita comes from the root word “harsh” from Sanskrit and means “full of joy,” or “always happy.”109. HemaniThis unique name comes from the root word “heman,” which means “piece of gold,” or “made of gold.”110. HeenaIt is a variant of Hina and refers to
Mehendi. The name has a Hindi-Urdu origin and also refers to fragrance.111. HimaniThe name is derived from the word “him,” which means “snow” in Sanskrit. The name symbolizes someone who is as pure and clear as snow or glacier. It is also one of the many names of Goddess Parvati.112. HiranyaHiranya comes from Sanskrit and means
“golden,” or “made of gold.” This could be a sweet name for your precious daughter.113. IdikaIdika means “Earth” in Sanskrit. The unique name is also used to refer to Goddess Parvati.114. IlaLooking for a super short name with a great meaning? Ila would fit the bill. It means “Earth” and also refers to the daughter of Manu, a Hindu saint.115.
IkshitaThe name is derived from the Sanskrit word “ikshit,” which means “beheld,” “revered,” or “someone who is approved,”116. InaAnother short yet sweet name for your baby girl. The name comes from Sanskrit and means “powerful,” “bold,” “strong,” or “glorious.”117. IndaliThis is an offbeat name that means “powerful,” or “kindling.” You may
choose this name for a baby girl to reflect their strong and resolute spirit.118. IraIra means “speech,” or “talk” in Sanskrit. It is one of the many names of Goddess Saraswati, the Goddess of wisdom and knowledge.119. IndiraIt means “beauty,” or “splendor” in Sanskrit. Indira is also another name for Goddess Lakshmi, the Goddess of wealth and
fortune.120. InduThe name comes from Sanskrit and has multiple meanings, “spark,” “moon,” or “moonlight.” The moon is the epitome of beauty in Indian culture.121. IniyaIt is difficult to find Indian names that are short yet meaningful. Iniya is one of the few names that fit the bill. The name likely originates from Sanskrit and means “sweet.”122.
IshaaniIshaani means “the one who belongs to Ishaan (Lord Shiva).” The name is thus another name for the Goddess Parvati, wife of Lord Shiva.123. IshitaThis is a classic modern Indian name which comes from Sanskrit and means “omnipotent,” “almighty,” or “superior.”124. JaanviAn easy to spell name, the name has multiple meanings. Jaanvi
comes from Sanskrit and means “a bright person,” or “the precious one.” The name is also used to refer to Goddess Ganga and Goddess Lakshmi. A spelling variant of the name is Jhanvi.125. JagrutiThe name Jagruti means “awareness,” or “to be watchful.” The name originates from Sanskrit and is also spelled Jagrati.126. JagviJagvi means “worldly”
or “born of the world” in Hindi. This is a nice name that you may try if you want it to start it with “J.”127. JanujaA unique name, it means “born,” or “creation.” The name likely comes from the Sanskrit word “janu,” meaning “soul.”128. JanyaThe existence of your baby is the evidence of the divine, and you are sure to agree. The name reflects this
sentiment since Janya means “life” in Sanskrit.129. JasmitIt is a name quite popular among Punjabis and the Sikhs. The name is also spelled as Jasmeet and means “famous,” or “celebrated.”130. JayaA simple name that has scaled the heights of popularity. Jaya means “victory,” or “triumph” in Sanskrit.131. JeevikaThis traditional name comes from
Sanskrit and refers to anything that is “source of life.”132. Jhalak:Jhalak comes from Hindi-Urdu and means “glimpse,” or “spark.” It reflects your daughter as a spark from the divine flame.133. JuhiJuhi is the one of many Hindi names for the Jasmine flower. A popular celebrity with this name is the actress Juhi Chawla.134. KairaA name that is sure to
help your baby stand out in a crowd. Kaira comes from Hindi and means “peaceful,” or “unique.”135. KajalAn evergreen name, Kajal means “kohl” in Hindi-Urdu. In India, kohl symbolizes beauty and allure.136. KalpanaA classical name, Kalpana comes from Sanskrit and means “idea,” “imagination,” or “concept.”137. KalyaniAnother traditional name,
Kalyani comes from Sanskrit and means “auspicious,” or “prosperous.” Your daughter is your lucky star, isn’t she? So, this name is perfect for her.138. KamalaThe name comes from Sanskrit and means “excellent,” or “ the exceptional one.” Another spelling variant of the name is Kamla.139. KanchanaA name with a very traditional sound, Kanchana
means “gold,” or “golden” in Sanskrit. It is a popular name in many regions of India.140. KanganaThe name Kangana is a sweet and popular name from Sanskrit and with the meaning “bracelet.”141. KantiIf you are looking for a short and sweet name starting with “K,” then you can consider Kanti. The name comes from Sanskrit and means
“charming,” “graceful,” or “splendor.”142. KarishmaKarishma means “miracle,” “blessing,” or “gift from God.” This name is quite popular in India and comes from Hindi.143. KashikaThe name likely comes from the Sanskrit word “kashik,” which means “silk.” The name likely refers to someone who is as beautiful and pretty as silk.144. KashviLet your
little girl grow up to shine the light of peace by giving her this name. Kashvi comes from Sanskrit and means “shining.”145. KavyaThe name has poetic connotations that many parents would love. Kavya means “poem,” or “poetic creation” in Sanskrit.146. KuhuIt refers to a sound made by a cuckoo (koel). This has been a popular name in recent
times.147. KushiIt is a variant of the name Khushi, which means “happiness,” “smile,” or “delight” in Hindi-Urdu. The name reflects the birth of your daughter, who brought joy to your life.148. LataA short and adorable name for an Indian baby girl. Lata comes from Sanskrit and means “a plant creeper,” or “a string of pearls.”149. LavanyaLavanya is
a Hindu baby girl name that is gaining popularity. It comes from Sanskrit and means “charming,” “graceful,” “lovely,” or “beautiful.”150. LaboniAn uncommon name, Laboni means “grace,” or “beauty,” and likely originates from Sanskrit. If you are looking for a unique name for your daughter, then you consider this one.151. LalitaA sweet and
traditional Indian baby girl name from Sanskrit. Lalita means “pleasing,” “”beautiful,” “graceful,” or “gentle.”152. LasyaLasya is a beautiful name and very uncommon, too. It refers to the dance performed by Goddess Parvati.153. LekhaA modern-sounding Indian baby girl name, Lekha comes from Sanskrit and means “writing,” or “written
composition.”154. LeenaLeena likely originates from the Sanskrit word “leen,” meaning “absorbed,” “devoted,” or “concentrated.” The name is also used to refer to Goddess Lakshmi, the Goddess of wealth and fortune.155. LeyaIt comes from Sanskrit and refers to a “lion.” The name also refers to “loyalty.” It can be an ideal pick if you want your girl
to be as strong as a lioness.156. LipiShort, sweet, and nice isn’t it? Lipi is a unique Indian baby girl name that comes from Sanskrit and means “script,” or “writing.”157. LipikaIt is a pleasant-sounding name that comes from Sanskrit and means “manuscript,” alphabet,” or “writing.”158. LopaIt comes from the name Lopamudra, who was the wife of
the famous Vedic sage Agastya. The name Lopa is also used to refer to someone who is learned.159. MaahiMaahi or Mahi originates from Sanskrit and refers to the “conjoint entity made by Earth and Heaven.” Other meanings of the name are “great,” “mighty,” or “a stream.”160. MaanasiThe name comes from Sanskrit and means “the one with deep
mental devotion,” or “the one with deep intellect.” The name is also spelled as Maansi.161. MaanyataMaanyata is a beautiful name with a great meaning. The name comes from Hindi-Sanskrit and means “principles,” “values,” or “recognition.”162. MahikaIt is another beautiful Indian name from Sanskrit and means “mist,” “dew,” or “frost.”163.
ManyaThis is another modern Indian name for your little angel. Manya comes from Sanskrit and means “honorable,” “respectable,” or “valid.”164. MadhuA popular name that comes from Sanskrit and means “sweet,” “honey,” or “nectar.” Your daughter is the sweetest person in your life, and this name reflects it quite well.165. MeghaMegha means
“cloud” or “rain,” in Sanskrit. It makes for a sweet short name for your daughter.166. MeherThe name has Hindi-Urdu origin and means “benevolence,” “goodwill,” or “kindness.” A spelling variant of the name is Mehr.167. MitaliThe name likely originates from Sanskrit and means “friendship,” or “a loving bond.” The name is quite a popular feminine
name and has spelling variant Mithali.168. MohiniA traditional and feminine Indian name that comes from Sanskrit and means, “enchanting,” “fascinating,” or “charming.” The name is also used to refer to the Jasmine flower.169. MuktaIt means “pearl” or any bead-like jewel or ornament in Sanskrit. A name can be as precious as a jewel and so is your
girl, so this can just be the right name for her.170. NadiraNadira means “rare,” or “precious,” and comes from Urdu which gets it from the Arabic language. It is a lovely name for your precious girl.171. NairaIt comes Urdu and means “glittering,” or “shining.” The name is beautiful and also comes across as exotic.172. NeetaThis modern-sounding
name from Sanskrit means “well-behaved,” “well-composed,” or “well-guided.”173. NehaThis simple, short, and sweet Hindi name has multiple meanings. Neha means “dewdrop,” “rain,” “affectionate,” or “the loved one.”174. NetraIt is of Sanskrit origin, and means “eye.” The name also refers to someone who is “a guide,” or “a leader.”175.
NidhiNidhi is short, sweet, and a conventional Indian girl name, meaning “treasure,” or “wealth” in Sanskrit.176. NishaA stylish, popular, and cool feminine name. Nisha comes from Sanskrit and multiple meanings, “night,” “vision,” or “dream.”177. NitaraAnother modern name Nitara also originates from Sanskrit and means “deeply rooted,” or
“firm.”178. NoorNoor comes from Urdu and means “light,” or “illumination.” This can be the perfect choice for your little angel who has brought light and radiance in your lives.179. OishiThe name likely originates from Sanskrit and means “divine,” or “gift of God.” It is also used to refer to the rose flower180. OorjaIt is a unique and exotic name.
Oorja comes from Sanskrit and means “energy,” or “vitality.”181. OjasviThis is a unique and latest name from Sanskrit, and means “brave” or “fearless.”182. OmajaThe name is derived from the sacred sound “Om,” and means “a result of spiritual unity.” The “Om” sound holds a great significance in Indian culture.183. OmishaIf a different name is
what you are looking for, then you can consider Omisha. The name originates from Sanskrit and means “from the God.” It is also used to refer to a Hindu Goddess.184. OniThis is a short and sweet name meaning “shelter,” or “protection of God” in Sanskrit. A worthy name to honor the God for giving you the child.185. OorviIt is a good choice for
parents looking for a short name for their baby girl. It means “earth” in Sanskrit.186. OshaThis is a short and sweet pick with meaning, “shining,” “dawn,” or “aurora” in Sanskrit.187. PaakhiIt is a popular name in many parts of India. Paakhi comes from Hindi and means “pure,” or “bird.”188. PaavniA name with a spiritual meaning. Paavni comes
from Sanskrit and means “pure,” “sacred,” or “holy.” The name is also spelled as Paavani.189. PadmaAn old yet modern-sounding name with a Sanskrit origin. Padma means “lotus” in Sanskrit. It is also one of the names for Goddess Lakshmi, the Goddess of wealth and fortune.190. PahalIf you are religious, then you may go for this name referring to
the Hindu Goddess Lakshmi. The name Pahal comes from Hindi and means “to start,” or “to initiate.”191. PallaviThe name has been popular in India since ages. It comes from Sanskrit and means “tender leaves,” “new shoot,” or “a bud.”192. PaniniIt was the name of an ancient Sanskrit scholar from India. The name is different and has become quite
popular in recent times.193. PariPari would be the perfect name for your just arrived princess. It means “fairy” in Hindi.194. ParulYou may have heard the name Parul several times, but do you know what it means? This beautiful Indian name comes from Sanskrit and means “graceful,” or “beautiful.” It is also the name of a flower.195. PihuPihu comes
from Hindi means “peahen,” or refers to someone with a “sweet-sounding voice.” It is a short and sweet name for your darling daughter.196. PoojaIf you want a traditional Indian baby girl name that also sounds modern, then Pooja is a safe choice. Pooja comes from Sanskrit and means “worship,” “honor,” or “respect.”197. PrachiA sweet name that
has been popular in India for a long time. Prachi comes from Sanskrit and means “the east direction,” or “orientation.”198. PrishaIt goes without saying that children are God’s gift to parents. The name Prisha comes from Sanskrit signifies the same. It means “beloved,” or “God’s gift.”199. RabhyaA beautiful name, Rabhya comes from Urdu and
means “worshipped.” The name has a poetic sound to it, too.200. RachanaIf you love common names for their ease of use, then you can consider Rachana. It means “creation,” or “composition” in Sanskrit. An alternative spelling of the name is Rachna.201. RaginiAnother old Indian name from Sanskrit with a universal appeal, Ragini means “a
melody,” “a hymn,” or “music.”202. RajataThe name Rajata means “silver” in Sanskrit. It can be a beautiful name for your precious daughter.203. RanhitaIt comes from the root word “ranhit,” which means “quick,” or “rapid” in Sanskrit. It is a pretty name that is fast becoming popular among modern parents.204. RaniRani is a household name in
India and means “queen” in Hindi. It is also an easy name to pronounce and spell.205. RanyaAn uncommon name with a beautiful meaning. Ranya comes from Sanskrit and means “pleasant,” “delectable,” or “joyful.”206. RatiRati is a beautiful name and comes from Sanskrit. The name means “affection,” “delight,” or “love.” Rati is also used to refer to
the Hindu Goddess of love.207. RiddhiRiddhi is a popular name and usually given to twins, the other name being Siddhi. Riddhi and Siddhi are Lord Ganesha’s wives. Riddhi means “good fortune.”208. RitikaThis is one of the pretty and modern Indian baby girl names. Ritika comes from Sanskrit and has diverse meanings, “joy,” “prosperity,” or
“felicity.” It also refers to brass metal.209. RishikaRishika is a sober name, derived from the Sanskrit word Rishi, meaning “saint.” The name Rishika thus means “saintly.”210. RohiniIf you are looking for a religious name, then you can consider this one. Rohini comes from Sanskrit and means “the red one.” It refers to the Rohini constellation in the
sky and is also the name of a Hindu Goddess.211. RoopThis name carries a captivating charm and you may pick it for your lovely girl. Roop comes from Sanskrit and means “form,” “appearance,” or “looks.”212. RoshniThis modern Indian baby girl’s name means “illuminated,” “shining,” or “brilliance” in Hindi.213. SaachiIt is a short, sweet, and poetic
name from Sanskrit. Saachi has multiple meanings, “companion,” “beloved,” “graceful,” or “truthful.”214. SadhikaThe name originates from Sanskrit and means “accomplished,” or “fulfilled.” Sadhika is also used to refer to Goddess Durga.215. SadhnaA traditional and popular Indian name for a baby girl. Sadhna comes from Sanskrit and means
“worship,” “accomplishment,” or “dutiful.”216. SakshiSpirituality urges you to be a witness to your own life. What better way than to imbibe this habit through a name that means “witness” in Sanskrit.217. SamairaIt comes from Hindi-Urdu and means “enchanting,” or “protected by God.” The name is modern and quite popular in urban regions in
India.218. SandhyaSandhya is a popular name, meaning “evening,” “twilight,” or “dusk” in Sanskrit. A cute nickname derived from Sandhya is Sandy.219. SanjanaA name that is modern yet traditional in its appeal. Sanjana originates from Sanskrit and has multiple meanings, “creation,” “growth,” “harmonious,” or “recognition.”220. SaumyaThis
name means “gentle,” “calm,” “soft,” or “happy,” and is of Sanskrit origin. It is also used to refer to Goddess Durga. Alternative spellings of the name are Soumya and Sowmya.221. ShailaShaila comes from the Sanskrit word “shail,” meaning “hill,” or “mountain.” Shaila means “the one who resides on mountain,” and is used to refer to Goddess
Parvati.222. ShaliniThis is a common and popular Indian name for girls. Shalini comes from Sanskrit and means “modest,” or “humble.”223. SheetalThe name comes from Sanskrit and means “cooling,” “calming,” or “gentle.” This name can quite aptly reflect the calmness your daughter brought in your life.224. ShivanshikaAn uncommon name,
Shivanshika means “part of Lord Shiva.” If you are an ardent devotee of Shiva, then this name will be a great choice for your baby.225. SoniaSonia is a modern name and means “beautiful,” “lovely,” or “golden.” The name comes from Hindi and is quite popular among Punjabis.226. SuhanaSuhana comes from Hindi-Urdu and means “pleasant,” “pure”
or “beautiful.” This is one of the popular names climbing popularity charts.227. SuhasiniYour baby’s laughter fills your heart with joy! Name her Suhasini, which means “one with beautiful laughter,” or “the one with a radiant smile” in Sanskrit.228. SwetaA popular Indian baby girl name that originates from Sanskrit. Sweta means “pure,” “white,”
“bright,” or “clear.” Alternative spellings of the name are Swetha and Shweta.229. TamannaA beautiful and classic name from Urdu that means “wish,” or “desire.”230. TanikaTanika sounds stylish and has a unique meaning. Tanika means “rope,” or “cord” in Sanskrit.231. TanujaIt means “daughter,” or “born of the body.” The name originates from
Sanskrit and has a unique meaning.232. TanviTanvi comes from Sanskrit and means “slender,” “delicate,” or “beautiful.” The name is also used to refer to Goddess Durga.233. TaraIt is the Sanskrit word for “star.” The name is also used to refer to someone who is special, dear, or as bright as the star.234. TejalTejal is a unisex name but goes well for
girls. It is a traditional Indian name from Sanskrit and means “brilliance,” lustrous,” or “splendor.”235. TisyaThe name is a traditional one and comes from Sanskrit. It has multiple meanings, “auspicious,” “Indian gooseberry (Amla),” or “Sacred fig (Peepal).”236. TrayiA unique name, Trayi comes from Sanskrit and means “the three Vedas,” or “the
collective knowledge of the three Vedas.” The name is also used to refer to someone with high intellect or extensive knowledge.237. TriyaTriya means “three paths,” “young woman,” or refers to some plants. If you are looking for a name with a deep meaning, then this one will fit the bill.238. TurviThis short name has a strong meaning attached to it.
Turvi means “superior,” or “victorious” in Sanskrit.239. UbikaThe name likely has a Sanskrit origin and means “growth,” or “development.”240. UmaThe popular name means “splendor,” or “tranquillity.” It is also one of the names of Goddess Parvati.241. UrmiA short and cute name for an Indian baby girl, Urmi comes from Sanskrit and means “a
wave.”242. UrviIt is a short and easy to spell name. Urvi comes from Sanskrit and means “Earth,” or “soil.”243. VaaniSome names never lose their beauty, Vaani is one such name. The name has a Sanskrit origin and means “eloquence,” or “speech.”244. VaibhaviA lovely name for your daughter, Vaibhavi means “glorious,” “grandeur,” or “affluence”
in Sanskrit.245. VamikaThe name comes from the root word “vami,” which means “left side,” or “left direction” in Sanskrit. The name is used as an epithet for the Goddess Durga.246. VanyaIt means “of the forest,” or “of the trees” in Sanskrit. The name is also used to refer to the Hindu Goddess of Forests.247. VarshaIf you are a nature lover, then
choose the name Varsha, which means “rain” in Sanskrit.248. VasakiA traditional and beautiful name for your daughter, Vasaki means “the one who is of Vasudev (Lord Vishnu).” It is one of the many names of Goddess Lakshmi, who is the wife of Lord Vishnu.249. VineetaVineeta is a simple and beautiful name that comes from Sanskrit and means
“modesty,” “humility,” and “unpretentious.”250. VritikaIf you want an unusual yet beautiful name with great meaning, then choose Vritika, which means “success,” or “growth.” The name likely comes from Sanskrit.251. YaminiYamini is a traditional and beautiful name meaning “night,” “nocturnal,” or “the moon” in Sanskrit.252. YuktaBeing attentive
is a good habit and if you want that in your girl, consider giving her this name. Yukta means “attentive,” “skilful,” or “clever” in Sanskrit.253. ZoyaThe name comes from Urdu and means “alive,” “life,” or “sharing.” This is a perfect pick for your loving girl who adds life to your existence.These names represent the vast cultural diversity of India. These
Indian names can be traced back to past centuries and often provide a glimpse of the country’s rich history. Choosing the right Indian baby girl name is a tedious yet amusing and informative task. The names in our list include the traditional ones and a few modern and trendy monikers that many parents may like. We have also included the meanings
of each name to help you choose the name that describes your little one the best.The following two tabs change content below.
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